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Private: Yard Herping: Landscaped Habitats for Reptiles & Amphibians

Creating Habitat for Amphibians and Reptiles in Your Yard

You have probably heard of creating habitat for birds and butterflies in your yard, but what about other
critters like reptiles & amphibians?

Why would you want share your yard with reptiles and amphibians?  After all, these animals are also known as
“herps,” from “herpeton” meaning “to creep or crawl” in ancient Greek.

While turtles and toads may crawl or hop through your yard, they and their slimy and scaly cousins Frogs,
salamanders, turtles, lizards, and snakes (Yes, even snakes – don’t be scared!) aren’t creepy.  In fact, there are
many reasons to welcome amphibians and reptiles to your yard!

Top Four Reasons to Make Your Yard “HerpFriendly:”

1. Amphibians and reptiles help with nature’s balance by keeping insects and rodents under control, helping
you manage pests in the garden

2. You and the young naturalists in your family, including children, grandchildren, and their friends, will have
the chance to see and interact with this unique group of animals from the comfort of your own home – no
trip to the zoo or aquarium required!

3. Amphibian and reptile improvements also attract beautiful birds and other interesting wildlife, like rabbits
and beneficial insects like butterflies.

4. Reptiles and amphibians are unlike any other group of animals in the natural world, with unique beauty,
forms, and habits.

All it Takes: Three HerpFriendly Habitat Features

Would you believe it only takes three core features to welcome reptiles & amphibians to your yard?
 We’ve searched far and wide, and talked to experts throughout Southeast Partners in Amphibian and Reptile
Conservation who agree: these three simple landscape features will make reptiles and amphibians feel welcome
in your yard:

1. Water features can be important resting sites for turtles, snakes, and lizards and essential egg laying
spots for some frogs and salamanders. [See How to Make One!]

2. Wood piles create safe hiding places and shelter for all types of herps and can be especially important
habitats for overwintering box turtles and snakes. [See How to Make One!]

3. Rock piles, placed at least partially in the sun, create basking areas for reptiles such as lizards and snakes.
These herps are ectothermic, a fancy word for keeping a body temperature the same as whatever’s around
them. Rock piles are a warm spot for cold reptiles. [See How to Make One!]
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Curious about which amphibian and reptile species you may find in your yard? Check out our Observation
Guide designed to help you become familiar with your yard critters!

How Much Will it Cost, and How Long Will it Take?

How much will all three features cost? $200 or less if you use repurposed materials such as recycled
concrete or scrap wood to create your features.
How long will it take to build your yard habitat? This will vary based on how many people you
have helping and which features you choose for your yard habitat. You don’t have to complete the entire
project at once, think of your yard as a habitat in progress and work on it when you have time.
Don’t have the time or cash to do a large project? Try these smaller inexpensive herp-friendly
projects as an accent to your yard or garden: Toad Abode, Lizard Nursery, Tree Frog Shelter, Salamander
Pots

And remember, you don’t have to create all three features. Pick your favorites and adapt them to the size and
feel of your yard.

Take the challenge!

Create a yard habitat with herp friendly yard features (a water feature, a rock pile, and/or a wood pile) and
share your pictures and yard critters with us at #yardherp #herpscape or through Facebook,
Twitter, Pinterest, PARC Habitat Page, Project Noah or iNaturalist and join our community of yard herp
habitat enthusiasts!

Stay tuned to our blog for details on our “Herpscape” Contest!

What About Snakes in the Yard?

While fear of things that “creep” or “slither” is hard-wired for many of us, sharing our corner of the world can
help us overcome fears and increase our understanding of nature.

Many members of SEPARC grew up roaming the fields and forests of the Southeast, and finding small animals
like turtles, frogs, snakes and toads was part of our childhoods.

While not everyone grew up getting to see an American toad puff up in a defensive pose, or the remarkable
belly of a harmless and beautiful corn snake, we hope to change that by showing you how to make these
animals feel welcome in your yard.

Even though the animals are remarkable, we do realize some of you may hesitate to welcome snakes.  And, to
be clear, even if you only want to attract frogs, a hungry snake may stop by your frog pond in search of dinner.

However, keep in mind that snakes want to be left alone.  Small animals like snakes are naturally shy: their
goal is to remain hidden and safe.  The safest snake is the snake being left alone.

If you have pets or children and are concerned about snakes, it’s possible to discourage snakes from taking
refuge in certain parts of your yard, while still encouraging snakes to use your new, reptile & amphibian
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friendly landscaping.

Still worried about sharing your yard with snakes?  Check this Teaching your Child to be Snake Safe blog.

“Creating Habitat for Amphibians and Reptiles in Your Yard” was generously contributed by Andrea Drayer
and Theresa Stratmann with input from the Southeast PARC Education and Outreach Task Team.
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